The implications of climatic change on Lake Constance are studied by long-term hydrodynamic model simulations. In contrast to earlier studies that mostly have applied one-dimensional models, this investigation utilizes a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model and thus profits from the advantages of a spatial representation of lake bathymetry and hydrophysical processes. Model adaptation and validation are based on half a century of vertically resolved temperature recordings (1961 to 2011). Three different horizontal grid layouts are used to test the sensitivity of the thermal stratification and effective vertical turbulent diffusivities (D V eff ) determined with the heat-budget method to grid resolution. D V eff calculated from observations and from simulations with different grid resolutions agree rather well. However, in the deep water simulated D V eff are overestimated if the basin is resolved only by few grid cells. The investigation of the effect of climatic changes on Lake Constance is focused on the effects of altered air temperatures and wind velocities on deep-water renewal. Numerical tracers are used as indicators of the winter vertical transport and mixing. Effects on stratification and mixing strongly depend on the seasonal course of the climatic changes. Warmer winter temperatures result in reduced deep-water exchange and more frequent years with incomplete mixing. Increased air temperatures in summer have almost no effect on deepwater renewal in winter but increase water-column stability during summer and autumn. Increased wind speeds influence vertical mixing and surface heat fluxes and cause higher deep-water temperatures if wind speeds are higher during the summer.
Abstract
The implications of climatic change on Lake Constance are studied by long-term hydrodynamic model simulations. In contrast to earlier studies that mostly have applied one-dimensional models, this investigation utilizes a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model and thus profits from the advantages of a spatial representation of lake bathymetry and hydrophysical processes. Model adaptation and validation are based on half a century of vertically resolved temperature recordings (1961 to 2011) . Three different horizontal grid layouts are used to test the sensitivity of the thermal stratification and effective vertical turbulent diffusivities (D V eff ) determined with the heat-budget method to grid resolution. D V eff calculated from observations and from simulations with different grid resolutions agree rather well. However, in the deep water simulated D V eff are overestimated if the basin is resolved only by few grid cells. The investigation of the effect of climatic changes on Lake Constance is focused on the effects of altered air temperatures and wind velocities on deep-water renewal. Numerical tracers are used as indicators of the winter vertical transport and mixing. Effects on stratification and mixing strongly depend on the seasonal course of the climatic changes. Warmer winter temperatures result in reduced deep-water exchange and more frequent years with incomplete mixing. Increased air temperatures in summer have almost no effect on deepwater renewal in winter but increase water-column stability during summer and autumn. Increased wind speeds influence vertical mixing and surface heat fluxes and cause higher deep-water temperatures if wind speeds are higher during the summer.
The application of numerical models to investigate the consequences of changes in physical forcing for dynamic processes in lakes has become an established methodology in limnology. Models are chosen according to the questions addressed but also with respect to the limitations of computational resources. The representation of the spatial dimension in these models ranges from quite simple onebox models to highly resolved three-dimensional (3D) grids. Modeling climate effect on lakes often requires longterm calculations to account for the interannual variability of meteorological forcing and lake status as well as its persistence, e.g., due to heat storage. Climate effect studies are therefore mostly carried out by rather efficient vertical one-dimensional (1D) models allowing multidecadal simulations on ordinary computers. An overview of different 1D models that have been applied to study the effect of climate warming on stratification in lakes is given in MacKay et al. (2009) .
The feasibility of continuous long-term hydrodynamic modeling of deep lakes and the importance of heat carryover between years in such lakes has been demonstrated with the application of a 1D model to Lake Zurich comparing simulation results with five decades of data . Danis et al. (2004) applied a 1D model to study the thermal behavior of Lake Ammersee and Lac d'Annecy under past climatic conditions and for climate change scenarios, calculating a period from the late 19th until the end of the 21st century. They included ice-cover simulations and attributed the different response of winter vertical mixing in the two lakes to differences in lake morphology and transparency. 1D simulations of the thermal conditions in Lake Constance revealed that in a warmer climate water stability increases, the onset of stratification is shifted to earlier times in the year and thus also the onset of phytoplankton growth (Peeters et al. 2007) , and that conditions in extreme years do not necessarily represent conditions expected for a generally warmer climate . A 1D model for Lake Geneva finds very similar consequences of climate warming for the stratification (Perroud and Goyette 2010) as those obtained in Lake Constance. Perroud et al. (2009) compared the performance of several commonly applied 1D models and demonstrated that these models provide similar results for the multiannual change in the thermal profiles in Lake Geneva. As 1D models require comparatively little lake-specific information compared with 3D models, they may be applied rather easily to a multitude of lakes: Fang and Stefan (2009) simulated climate effects on water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and ice and snow covers for 27 lake types in different climate regions of the United States.
Although the different 1D models are capable of simulating water temperatures in deep lakes in similar good agreement with the data, the physical basis and thus the mechanistic description of the processes of the models differ considerably. Common to all 1D models is the assumption that horizontal gradients are small and lakemixing can be described as a 1D process. Therefore, all these models have the same difficulty in that mixing in the deep water indeed cannot be described mechanistically in 1D because boundary mixing is the dominant cause of overall mixing (Goudsmit et al. 1997) and internal waves are the main pathway providing energy for turbulence and thus mixing in the deep water (Imberger 1998) . Both processes require horizontal dimensions for a mechanistic description. 1D models therefore must include empirical parameterizations of mixing in the deep water. Because the k-e approach in 1D models results in insufficient deep-water mixing and too steep thermoclines, 1D lake models include empirical background diffusivities or other empirical relationships providing additional mixing in the deep water (Jö hnk and Umlauf 2001; Goudsmit et al. 2002; Stepanenko et al. 2010 ). This problem is commonly resolved by introducing background diffusivity or empirical modules to describe the effects of energy flux from seiche motions and of boundary mixing. Other models parameterize diffusivities below the thermocline by empirical equations that are typically a function of wind speed and stratification (Hostetler and Bartlein 1990; Hondzo and Stefan 1993) . Another limitation of 1D models is that convection is typically modeled by an increased diffusivity or by applying a density-sorting algorithm that is analogous to an increase in diffusion. Additionally, thermal bar mixing (Holland and Kay 2003) or density plumes due to differential cooling, a process believed to substantially contribute to deepwater renewal in deep lakes (Hollan 2001; Fer et al. 2002; Peeters et al. 2003) , cannot be adequately simulated in 1D models. Hence, these processes are implicitly included in the calibration of the empirical relations of the 1D models. The reliability of the conclusions from 1D models on the consequences of climate change therefore depends on the assumption that these empirical relations are valid even if the system is forced to states that are not within the range of those included in the calibration.
Some of the main difficulties in 1D models, i.e., the consideration of seiching and boundary mixing contributing to turbulence and vertical mixing in the deep water, can be improved with the application of 3D models that are capable of resolving seiche motion and spatially heterogeneous conditions. In many studies with 3D models the good agreement between simulated and observed internal wave motion has been used as indication of the validity of the model (Hodges et al. 2000; Umlauf and Lemmin 2005; Shimizu et al. 2007) . Compared with 1D models 3D models not only improve the representation of internal waves and the energy flux from these waves to mixing but also include differential cooling as a process contributing to deep-water renewal, distinguish between boundary regions and open water, and can be used to investigate the effects of changing river water temperatures or suspended matter load on the propagation of river plumes and vertical exchange processes. However, whether these processes can be adequately represented depends on the grid resolution of the 3D models.
There are several studies investigating the effect of varying meteorological forcing on lake hydrodynamics and hydrothermal processes by 3D model simulations. One of the first 3D numerical model studies for Lake Constance focused on wind-induced changes of temperature and currents (Hollan and Simons 1978) . Also, Gü ting and Hutter (1998), Wang et al. (2001) , and Appt et al. (2004) applied 3D models to study the effect of the wind forcing on lake circulation and internal wave motion in Lake Constance. 3D climate change simulations based on general circulation model scenario results are reported for Lake Biwa (Yamashiki et al. 2010) : As a consequence of global warming the epilimnion thickness increases and stratification is more pronounced. On a larger scale, 3D climate-effect simulations have been carried out for the Baltic Sea, focusing on temperature, salinity profiles, and changes of the sea-ice cover (Meier 2002a,b) . Ice formation was also successfully predicted by 3D models for lakes (Oveisy et al. 2012) . Furthermore, 3D hydrodynamic modeling has been applied to improve regional climate models by capturing the interaction between lakes and the local climate (Song et al. 2004; Leon et al. 2005 Leon et al. , 2007 .
Because of the large computational effort 3D models are mostly applied for short simulation periods. A 10 yr continuous simulation has been presented for Lake Michigan, pointing out implications of the climatological forcing on lake circulation (Beletsky and Schwab 2008) . To our knowledge, multidecadal 3D simulations for investigating climate effects on lakes have not yet been conducted. Difficulties are encountered in such simulations by much longer calculation times compared with simulations using 1D models. The application of 3D models with coarse grid resolution to reduce computation time may result in a poor representation of the processes mentioned above and thus in similar limitations as discussed for 1D models. Furthermore, most short-term studies based on 3D models have required detailed information about boundary conditions and forcing data in two dimensions, which are typically not available at long timescales.
In this paper we apply a 3D hydrodynamic model to investigate the effect of climatic changes on lake hydrophysics, focusing on vertical transport and deep-water exchange. Forcing of the model is simplified as we apply a homogeneous wind field and neglect the tributaries. Longterm time series of horizontal heterogeneous wind fields are not available from data and would require wind-field models that introduce additional sources of uncertainty. Our approach is therefore a compromise that does not allow the study of long-term changes in the details of horizontal circulations but improves the representation of mixing and deep-water renewal compared with 1D models as seiching and boundary mixing results from hydrodynamic rather than from empirical equations. The influence of horizontal grid resolution on the predictions of thermal stratification and vertical exchange is studied by comparison of model results obtained with three different model grids. Vertical diffusion is studied in detail and compared with results from observational data. Heat fluxes and vertical mixing are evaluated for different sensitivity experiments of changed climatic forcing. To discuss effects of the different representation of spatial processes related to deep-water renewal in 1D and 3D models we additionally apply a 1D model and compare the results with the 3D simulations.
In the following we first describe study site, hydrodynamic models, and forcing data and then present simulation results on thermal structure, vertical mixing, and heat fluxes and simulations with different grids. Afterward, we study the sensitivity of the model results to changes in the climatic forcing considering an increase in air temperature by +2 K or an increase in wind speed by 20%. These changes are applied for the entire year and in additional simulations for each season separately. The implications of these sensitivity experiments on thermal stratification, surface heat fluxes, and deep-water renewal are discussed. The interpretation of the simulation results with respect to deep-water renewal is supported by numerical tracer experiments.
Site description
Lake Constance (9u189E, 47u399N) is a perialpine lake of glacial origin at the northern fringe of the Alps in Central Europe. It actually consists of two lake basins, the Upper Lake, which is 473 km 2 large, has a maximum depth of 254 m, and a mean depth of 100 m, and the more shallow Lower Lake, which is drained by the outflow of the Upper Lake (Fig. 1) . Only the Upper Lake is subject of this study.
Lake Constance is considered to be monomictic, but its vertical mixing intensity in winter is rather variable. Whereas in some winter seasons vertical gradients of water constituents like silicate or phosphate vanish, indicating complete mixing, in other years mixing remains incomplete, resulting in less oxygen renewal in the deep hypolimnion. With increasing winter air temperatures during the past decades there seems to be a trend toward more frequent incomplete mixing and an earlier onset of spring stratification (Peeters et al. 2007; Wahl 2007) . During the period of eutrophication from the 1960s to the 1980s (Güde et al. 1998) , with annual mean soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) concentrations up to , 80 mg L 21 , incomplete mixing led to low oxygen values in the deep hypolimnion, harming organisms like whitefish eggs (Wahl and Lö ffler 2009 ). In addition, low redox values in the sediment provoked the release of phosphorous and metals, like manganese, into the hypolimnion (Rossknecht 1998) . As a result of wastewater management Lake Constance has reoligotrophicated and average SRP values have decreased to , 6 mg L 21 nowadays. Despite reduced deep-water renewal in winter (Wahl 2007) , minimum oxygen values in the hypolimnion have always been above 6 mg L 21 since the late 1990s.
Methods
3D hydrodynamic model-The 3D hydrodynamic models applied in this study are based on the open-source software Delt3D Flow version 4.00.01 from Deltares (http://www. deltaressystems.com/hydro, Deltares 2012). The 3D equations of motion are derived from the continuity equation (conservation of mass) and the Navier-Stokes equation (momentum conservation) and account for the effect of earth rotation. For the numerical computation of these equations the following simplifications are applied: It is assumed that the compressibility of water can be disregarded. Except in the buoyancy term, the density changes of water remain unconsidered (Boussinesq approximation). A hydrostatic pressure field is applied, i.e., vertical accelerations are considered to be negligible. The effect of small-scale horizontal turbulence on the large-scale motions is described by the Reynolds averaging and the eddy viscosity concept. The vertical turbulent viscosity is determined according the k-e model as implemented by Bijvelds (2001) , with k denoting the turbulent kinetic energy and e the dissipation of k. To solve the advection diffusion equation for k and e it is assumed that production, buoyancy, and dissipation of k and e are dominating and that the horizontal length scales of the model are significantly larger than the vertical.
Transport of heat and dissolved substances is described by the advection diffusion equation
where c is the content of heat or a concentration of a substance, u and v are the horizontal velocities in direction Fig. 1 . Map of Lake Constance with the measurement locations of the meteorological parameters (C: Constance) and water temperatures (M: mid-lake station). G1 to G3 illustrate the three horizontal grids that were applied in this study.
x and y, and w is the velocity in vertical direction z. Sources or sinks are summarized in S. Within the water column, the absorption of the short-wave radiation is a depth-dependent source of heat. In the surface layer, long-wave radiation and latent and sensible heat fluxes determined from empirical relations act as source and sink terms.The horizontal diffusivity D H is generally much larger than the vertical diffusivity D V . D H is configured as constant horizontal background diffusivity. With the spatial scales of the applied horizontal grids the default value of 10 m 2 s 21 can be applied (Deltares 2012). The vertical diffusivity is defined as sum of the molecular diffusivity D mol , which amounts to 1.7 3 10 27 m 2 s 21 for heat, and the vertical turbulent diffusivity D V t , which is calculated from k and e. The model uses the equation for the density of water according to UNESCO (1981) at surface pressure. As the salinity values and gradients in Lake Constance are rather low, only temperature is considered to determine the water density and water-column stability. The pressure dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient, which plays a role in some deep lakes (Boehrer and Schulze 2008) , is not accounted for. As deep-water temperatures are usually above 4uC in Lake Constance, the thermobaric effect is of minor importance.
Friction at the vertical grid boundaries, which are small compared with the horizontal extension of the lake, is neglected. Horizontal boundary friction is implemented as a quadratic relationship between the near-boundary horizontal velocity and the bottom shear stress scaled by the Chezy coefficient C D . For simplicity and the lack of detailed information about the bottom roughness the default value C D 5 65 m 0.5 s 21 was taken as uniform value for the whole lake (Deltares 2012).
The absolute value of the wind shear stress t s ! depends quadratically on the wind velocity U 10 10 m above the lake surface according to
with the air density r a and the wind drag coefficient C U that may be dependent on the wind velocity. As long-term lake-wide wind fields are not available we use the wind speeds measured at the station in Constance as representative data for the wind characteristics at 10 m height above lake surface and apply C U as calibration coefficient. The wind shear stress at the lake surface was adjusted in the calibration procedure by modification of the wind drag coefficient, which was determined as C U 5 1.9 3 10 23 + 2.0 3 10 24 m 21 s U 10 and accounts for a higher roughness of the lake surface at stronger winds. The total heat flux at the lake surface Q tot is calculated from short-wave radiation Q sn , net long-wave radiation Q eb , and the evaporative and the convective heat fluxes Q ev and Q co according to
Heat fluxes by in-and outflows and by precipitation have been neglected in this study. Positive heat flux values mean a transfer of heat into the lake. The required forcing data were time series of air temperature, cloud cover, relative humidity, and wind speed. The model calculates the heat fluxes according the empirical equations of the ''Ocean heat flux model '' described in Deltares (2012) . We additionally calculated the heat fluxes in an independent simplified model using the same empirical relations as above with the time series of meteorological data and the simulated surface temperatures at the midlake observation point. Neglecting the spatial heterogeneity of surface temperatures may result in minor deviations between the heat fluxes calculated with the simplified and the 3D model, which are assumed to be negligible.
The absorption of short-wave radiation and thereby Q sn in the water column is dependent on the degree of transparency, which is specified in the model as a constant Secchi depth value. In the model we use a Secchi depth of 4 m corresponding to the median Secchi depth measured from May to September (1974 to 2011), i.e., the 5 months of largest Q sn and lowest transparency. Because the Secchi depth is implemented as a time-independent parameter neither the interannual changes nor the annual variation in Secchi depth, with median values between 4 m in May to 12 m in February, could be accounted for. A sensitivity study with Secchi depth values between 2 to 8 m showed, however, that the variation primarily affects the upper layers during the season of intense solar radiation but has comparatively little effect in winter or the long-term course of the temperatures. In addition, these studies confirmed that temperatures were best described with a Secchi value of 4 m.
The Dalton number affecting Q ev was adjusted in the calibration process and taken to be 2.1 3 10 23 instead of the default value of 1.3 3 10 23 (Deltares 2012). The Stanton number affecting Q co was taken to be 1.45 3 10 23 , which was a formerly suggested default value (Deltares 2007) that was slightly changed to 1.3 3 10 23 in Deltares (2012). Variation of the Stanton number did not improve the simulation results.
Whereas most parameters were taken from the suggested standard parameterization of Deltares (2012), only the Dalton number and the wind drag coefficients were adjusted to minimize the median differences between simulated and measured deep-water temperatures from 1961 to 2011. Calibration focused primarily on deep-water temperatures to achieve a good representation of winter vertical deep-water exchange. The model was adapted to the observed data from 1961 to 1985 and validated with the independent data of 1986 to 2011. Comparison between simulation and observations was carried out for each month of the year and each depth level of the measurements (0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 250 m) . The 25% and 75% percentiles of the temperature differences between simulation and observation served for the analysis of the variation. To identify if the quality of model calibration changes on a long-term scale the average annual differences at the different depth levels were evaluated for trends, shifts, or changed variability. These analyses confirmed that the calibration is valid for the whole simulation period.
The influence of the spatial resolution of the model on the simulation results was studied by three different horizontal grids (Fig. 1) . The grids have a curvilinear mesh with a spatial resolution of about 1.5 3 5 km 2 in grid G1, 0.7 3 3 km 2 in grid G2, and 0.35 3 1.5 km 2 in grid G3. Typical calculation times as ratio of central processing unit (cpu) time to real time on a state-of-the-art server processor (Quad-Core AMD OpteronTM 8382) were about 1 : 10,000 for G1, 1 : 4000 for G2 and 1 : 350 for G3. Calculation may speed up considerably in the future once the model software supports parallel processing. As a trade-off between the limitation of calculation time and a high grid resolution, G2 was chosen as basis for the reference simulation and was generally applied in the climate-change simulations of this study, whereas simulations with G1 and G3 serve for comparison. Vertically all three grids were divided into 50 horizontal layers (z-layer) with a gradually increasing layer thickness from 10 cm at the surface to 10 m in 80 m depth and deeper.
The time step of the calculations was chosen as 5 min for grid G1 and G2 and 2 min for G3. The numerical scheme to solve the equation of motion was ''Multi Directional Upwind Explicit'' and ''Van Leer-2'' for the transport equation (Deltares 2012).
1D hydrodynamic model-As a 1D model we use the k-e model SIMSTRAT ) that has been successfully applied to simulate stratification in several lakes including Lake Zurich and Lake Geneva Perroud et al. 2009 ), which are similar to Lake Constance. SIMSTRAT calculates energy fluxes across the air-water interface from hourly measurements of wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, solar radiation, relative humidity, and cloud cover. On the basis of these energy fluxes SIMSTRAT estimates the turbulent kinetic energy k and the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation e at different depths within the lake. Turbulent diffusivity D V is calculated from k and e, and used to determine the vertical transport of heat. The model was operated with an internal vertical spatial resolution of 0.25 m. The wind drag coefficient was set to 1.9 3 10 23 . The model was calibrated by adjusting four constant model parameters that scale the heat flux by long-wave radiation, the transfer of wind energy to seiche energy, the distribution of energy loss from the seiching motion, and bottom friction coefficient. The simulations for the calibration were started in 1979 and were run continuously to predict vertical profiles of temperature for the 5-yr time period from 1981 to 1985. Parameters were adjusted to minimize the root mean square error between the simulated and measured water temperature profiles from 1981 to 1985. For validation and sensitivity analysis the model was started in 1961 and water temperatures were simulated continuously until January 2012. In all simulations the same meteorological data were used as in the 3D model.
Numerical tracer experiments-The efficiency of winter vertical mixing was studied by numerical tracer experiments. The water body of the model was marked on 01 October of each year by a vertical linear gradient of the concentration of a passive tracer whereby the maximum concentration was at the deepest layer at 250 m depth and the concentration was zero at the surface. Horizontally the initial concentrations are homogeneous. On the basis of the current field and mixing intensities obtained from the 3D hydrodynamic model the transport of the tracer was simulated until 01 May. The mixing efficiency over the winter months is described by the mixing index M idx defined as
s Oct and s May are the standard deviations of the vertical tracer concentrations on 01 October and 01 May evaluated from the vertical tracer distribution at the mid-lake station.
In case of complete mixing between October and May, M idx equals 1; no mixing during this time period implies M idx equals 0. As we consider a passive tracer, vertical diffusive mixing results in a monotonous decrease of M idx even after the onset of stratification in spring. The method assumes that the horizontal tracer gradients at 01 May can be neglected, which is generally true, as in the stratified lake horizontal mixing is much faster than the vertical exchange. This is confirmed by a spatial analysis of the 3D simulations. Horizontal gradients as a result of internal seiches are also of little meaning for the calculation of M idx as internal seiches are generally small at the mid-lake observation point and the standard deviation of a vertical tracer concentration profile is hardly changed by such waves.
Sensitivity experiments-The simulation that is based on the measured meteorological conditions and applies the grid G2, is called reference simulation, S Ref . On the basis of S Ref , sensitivity experiments were carried out applying scenarios of changed climatic conditions that were defined by modifying the forcing data of S Ref . In contrast to realistic future climate-change scenarios that usually involve multifactorial and temporally highly variable changes in several forcing variables, only one forcing parameter was changed in each scenario. While strongly simplifying the complexity of climate changes, these scenarios are excellently suited to study the sensitivity of the system to specific changes, thus contributing to a better understanding of the potential response of the lake thermal structure and mixing to climatic changes. Such sensitivity experiments were carried out for all forcing parameters with variations toward higher and lower values. In this study we only present sensitivity experiments of increased air temperatures, higher wind speeds, and changes in the wind direction, as these parameters turned out to be of high importance for vertical mixing and deep-water exchange. The changes in relative humidity and cloud cover, in contrast, mainly influence the upper layers during the stratified season, but have comparably little effect on winter deep-water temperatures and exchange. Defining sensitivity scenarios with increased air temperatures is in line with most climate projections. The amount of the change, however, strongly depends on the model and the chosen scenario (KLIWA 2006; IPCC 2007; LUBW 2013) . In this study we apply changes of +2 K, which is in the range of the climate projections. As relative humidity was not changed in the simulation with increased air temper-atures it is implicitly assumed that water vapor pressure increases in a warmer climate, as was also assumed in Peeters et al. (2007) . Climate model estimations on changes in wind speeds are less clear. A comparison of projections of multiple regional climate models for the region north of Lake Constance suggests on average no significant change in wind speed, although some models predict increased and others reduced wind speeds. Confidence in projections of wind is yet still relatively low (IPCC 2007) . In this study we discuss an increase in wind speeds by 20%, which means a rather strong change in comparison with most projections. Such scenarios, however, help to identify the effects, which are essentially the same but less pronounced with a smaller increase in wind speeds and inverse if wind speeds are reduced compared with S Ref . For short time periods strong changes in wind velocities could be realistic, e.g., if storm activity increases. Temporarily high wind velocities can have a large effect if acting during critical periods such as the onset or breakdown of stratification.
For the sensitivity experiments with increased air temperature simple scenarios were created by adding a constant shift of air temperature of +2 K to either the entire time series (S +2K ) or only to a distinct season of 3 months: December to February (S DJF_+2K) , March to May (S MAM_+2K ), June to August (S JJA_+2K ), and September to November (S SON_+2K ). In S Ref , S +2K , S DJF_+2K etc. temperatures are initialized on 01 January 1960 with a temperature of 4.5uC in the total lake. In S Ref this results within a few weeks in typical water temperatures of current climate. In the scenarios with the same initial temperatures the results for the first years of the simulations represent the transition from the current to the warmer climate. We additionally defined scenarios indicated by an asterisk, e.g., S +2K * , in which the conditions of 01 January at the end of the model runs of the corresponding scenario, here S +2K , were taken as initial conditions. These scenarios better represent the conditions in a generally warmer climate. In the same way wind speed scenarios were defined assuming that wind speed increases by 20%, i.e., by multiplying wind speed by the factor 1.2 (S F1.2 , S F1.2 * , S DJF_F1.2 , S DJF_F1.2 * , etc.).
Effective vertical diffusivity-The effective vertical diffusivity D V eff , which accounts for the integral effect of all contributing factors to the vertical mixing, was calculated by the heat-budget method of Powell and Jassby (1974) . The method assumes that vertical transport of heat is only a result of turbulent mixing, which is reasonable for Lake Constance during summer stratification for depths below the euphotic zone. It is not valid in the upper layers exposed to sun radiation or if other heat sources or sinks, such as the geothermal heat flow, groundwater inflows, or tributaries, are of importance for the heat budget. The vertical temperature profiles used must be representative for the lake, which often applies, as the horizontal exchange processes are much faster than the vertical.
The effective vertical diffusivity is calculated from
where t is the time, A(z) the horizontal lake area as a function of depth z, z max the maximum depth, and T the temperature. Annual summer profiles of D V eff from 1996 to 2011 were calculated for the time interval between the first and the last temperature profile measurement in the period from June to August at the mid-lake station M (Fig. 1) . Measurements were typically carried out twice per month. As the vertical temperature gradients are rather high in the upper layers and low in the deeper water the depth intervals dz were chosen to be 1 m down to 30 m depth, then 5 m down to 100 m depth and 10 m for the layers below. An average summer profile D Data-The meteorological forcing data for the model, i.e., air temperature, cloud cover, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction, were provided as hourly time series from 1960 to January 2012. The data were taken from the meteorological station in Constance of Germany's National Meteorological Service (DWD), supplemented by data from Friedrichshafen to fill some gaps in the time series of air temperature. Linear interpolation was applied to fill some gaps and to calculate hourly values from data of lower temporal resolution (air temperature: 3 hourly data before 1979; cloud cover, and relative humidity: three measurements per day for the whole simulation period). Trends and changes in the distribution of wind speed and direction suggested heterogeneity of the data that may, e.g., result from changes in the measurements or some local influence and may not be representative for the lake. Comparison with data from other stations (Gü ttingen of the Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology [MeteoSwiss]) or Friedrichshafen (DWD) supports this assumption. A shift in the location of the weather station in the 1970s, but also changes in the measurement devices, are likely to explain a large portion of the differences in the wind field in the 1960s and 1970s, whereas no explanation was found for the recent years. As these heterogeneities resulted in an overestimation of the wind effect in some periods, the data were adapted by scaling the wind velocities in the periods from 1960 to 1976 and 2001 to 2012 to lower values and by rotating the wind direction from 1960 to 1976 by 30u in counterclockwise direction.
Data on lake water temperatures that served for calibration and validation of the model originate from the monitoring program of the International Commission for the Protection of Lake Constance IGKB (Rossknecht 1998) and some additional surveys. These data cover the time period from April 1961 to January 2012 and have a varying temporal resolution of one to four measurement dates per month. The temperatures were measured by mercury or electrical reversing thermometers or by multiparameter probes in a vertical profile of sampling points at the mid-lake station M, where the lake has its maximum depth (Fig. 1) , and were provided with a precision of 0.1uC. In this study the data measured at the depths 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200 , and 250 m were utilized. The surface temperature in nominally 0 m depth is actually measured some decimeter below the surface. Simulated temperatures compared with these measured values were therefore taken from 0.5 m depth. Temperature data of higher precision (, 0.01uC) and higher vertical resolution available from multiparameter probe measurements since 1996 were utilized for the calculation of the effective vertical diffusivities D (Fig. 2) . Average deviations between simulated and measured temperatures for the period from April 1961 to January 2012 were evaluated by box plots depicting the median and the 25th and 75th percentiles (Fig. 2) . In addition, the mean error (ME) and the SD were calculated (0.5 m depth: ME 5 0.1uC, SD 5 1.4uC; 250 m: ME 5 0.03uC, SD 5 0.2uC; 0-250 m: ME 5 20.2uC and SD 5 1.0uC). In all months the ME in 250 m depth is , 0.07uC. The average deviations between model and data in the surface temperatures are smallest in the winter months (ME 5 , 0.1-0.2uC, SD 5 0.4uC) and largest in May (ME 5 21.3uC, SD 5 1.9uC) and September (1.2uC, SD 5 0.8uC).
Analysis of changes of ME over time shows that ME tends to higher values in the first years, suggesting that the heterogeneities in the wind-forcing data are to some extent still present in the simulation results: ME for 0 m depth from 1961 to 1976 is 0.4uC and from 1977 to 2012 is 20.1uC.
Simulated and measured water temperatures both have an increasing trend during the time span of simulation.
Comparison from 1977 to 2011, masking the years of more uncertain forcing data until 1976, shows a good agreement between the warming trend at the surface in the simulations (0.044uC yr 21 ) and in the measurements (0.047uC yr 21 ). The trends are close to the increase in air temperature of 0.054uC yr 21 .
The pattern in the deep-water temperatures (250 m depth) caused by winter cooling events is reproduced satisfactorily for most years. Deep-water temperatures in the model, however, seem to have a lower limit of , 4uC, although in several exceptionally cold winters (1963, 1981, 1985, 1987, and 2006 ) measured temperatures in 250 m depth dropped to 3.4uC, 3.9uC, 3.9uC, 3.9uC, and 3.7uC, respectively. The only winter in the 20th century when the lake surface was frozen was 1963. Simulated surface temperatures in 1963 drop to 0uC. At 0uC surface temperature the heat losses to the atmosphere are set to zero. Apart from the underestimation of the heat loss at low surface temperatures, the neglect of inflows with suspended particles or increased salinity and of the thermobaric effect in the applied density formula may contribute to the overestimation of the deep-water temperatures in the extremely cold winters.
During the stratified period differences between model and measurement in the upper layers (0 to 5 m) are on average about 1-2uC (Fig. 2) , whereby the model underestimates temperatures in April and May and overestimates temperatures from July until November. Strongest deviations between simulated and measured water temperatures are found in the metalimnion (10 to 30 m), with average differences up to about 3uC. However, because of the high vertical gradients of , 1uC m 21 in this layer, such differences can result from comparably small vertical displacements of the thermocline as well as from slight deviations in the metalimnion temperature gradients. Additionally, the influence of tributaries not considered in the simplified forcing of our model contributes to these deviations, which has been tested by a simplified model with only one inflow and one outflow and a balanced discharge calculated from measured time series of the water level of Lake Constance.
The sensitivity of the wind effect on the wind direction has been tested by a comparison of simulations in which the model was forced by wind fields that were rotated relative to the original wind fields. A rotation aligning the dominant wind direction along the length axis of the lake leads to simulations with considerably increased vertical mixing and thus warmer deep-water temperatures (Fig. 2) . In contrast, the wind effect is reduced if the wind direction is rotated such that the main wind direction is across the lake.
The calculation of the monthly mean heat fluxes for the period from 1960 to 2011 (Fig. 3) shows that warming of the lake lasts from March to August, with a maximum of 97 W m 22 in May. Cooling is most intense in December, with a heat loss of 90 W m 22 . The annual course of the solar radiation ranges from 29 W m 22 in January to 212 W m 22 in July. The net long-wave radiation varies only little, with a heat flux to the atmosphere between 49 to 58 W m 22 . The convective heat flux is comparably small, with a maximum heat loss from the lake of 31 W m 22 in December. In April and May the faster warming of the air compared with the lake water results in a convective heat transport into the lake with , 7 W m 22 . The evaporative heat loss is minimal in April (12 W m 22 ), has a maximum in August (81 W m 22 ), and is , 43 W m 22 on the annual average.
Influence of horizontal grid resolution-Comparison of the simulation results of the models with the three different grids indicates that grid resolution has only very small effects on the simulated water temperatures and apparently no relevant influence on the deep-water exchange in winter. However, despite the good agreement in the simulation of water temperatures the grid resolution substantially influences the magnitude and the spatial distribution of vertical turbulent diffusivities during stratification (Fig. 4 ). In the model using the coarse grid G1 turbulent mixing in the hypolimnion during summer is considerably enhanced compared with the other two grids. In the simulations with grid G2 and even more with G3, a layer of increased mixing close to the lake boundaries develops, whereas mixing in the open water far from the boundaries is very small.
The average summer values of the effective vertical diffusivities calculated from the measured temperatures, D V eff,m , are , 10 24 m 2 s 21 in the hypolimnion below , 100 m depth (Fig. 5A) , which is close to results of Heinz et al. (1990) , with 0.8 3 10 24 m 2 s 21 and the estimate of Maiss et al. (1994) The simulated values of D V t at the mid-lake station suggest that vertical mixing in the open water is very low, becoming even molecular between the surface mixed layer and the deeper hypolimnion (Fig. 5C ).
The influence of the bottom roughness and horizontal background diffusivity on the vertical turbulent diffusivities and on the water temperatures was tested by variation of C D and the horizontal diffusivities by 6 50%. The results differed only slightly from S Ref , reassuring that the conclusions from the simulations are insensitive to these parameters.
Sensitivity to increased air temperature-The scenario calculation S +2K assuming a constant increase of air temperatures by +2 K leads to a gradual increase in deepwater temperatures from the initial values compared with those of the reference simulation (Fig. 6) . After , 10 yr the temperature difference between scenario and reference Fig 1) . simulation remains approximately constant. Initializing the simulation with the conditions in a warmer climate as in S +2K * the deep-water temperatures are substantially higher at the beginning of the simulations (surface: 7uC; 250 m: 5.4uC) and only after , 10 yr the simulated deep-water temperatures of S +2K and S +2K * agree. On average, surface water temperature increases by 1.7uC, which is only slightly less than the +2 K increase in air temperature. The increase of deep-water temperatures is only 1.1uC. In contrast to the deep water the increase in surface-water temperatures exhibits a strong seasonality, with a minimum of 1.2uC in February, which is close to the increase in the deep water, and a maximum of 2.3uC in May, which is more than the shift in the air temperature. These average changes in water temperatures resulting from the shift in air temperatures by 2uC are essentially independent of the grid resolution of the 3D model.
As a consequence of this, differential warming between surface and deep-water stratification becomes more stable, which means a higher temperature gradient in the thermocline and a reduced vertical exchange through the metalimnion. This results in a weaker intra-annual increase of hypolimnion temperatures, with an average of , 0.02uC for S +2K * from May to October in a water column of 150-250 m depth compared with , 0.04uC for S Ref .
The interannual pattern in the time series of deep-water temperatures simulated with S +2K * is smoother than that simulated with S Ref , suggesting that the winter cooling events get weaker and less frequent in a warmer climate. This is studied in more detail by the numerical tracer experiments farther below.
The annual amplitude of the total heat flux in the warming scenario is slightly dampened in comparison with the reference scenario (Fig. 3) , i.e., there is less heat uptake in summer and less heat release in winter. Reduced winter cooling is mainly a result of corresponding changes in the convective heat flux that can be explained by a reduction of the difference between air and surface water temperature, which amounts on average to T air 2 T surface 5 4.2uC in S Ref and 3.5uC in S +2K * . From May to August increased evaporation leads to a larger loss of heat. The net longwave radiation is only slightly influenced.
The seasonal effect of changes in air temperature as studied by scenario calculations with quarterly shifts of +2 K is rather different between summer and winter warming (Fig. 7) . Summer warming (S +2K_JJA ) leads to increased water temperatures only in the upper layers down to , 10 m, which results in a higher stability of the water column and therefore in slightly negative temperature trends in the lower metalimnion in about 20-30 m depth. After the end of the 3 months of increased air temperatures the effect on water temperatures vanishes within about 2 months. Spring and autumn scenarios S +2K_MAM and S +2K_SON are similar to the summer scenario, but reveal in addition a slight contribution to increased deep-water temperatures, as a result of the weaker stratification. Substantial changes of deep-water temperatures are, however, only found in the scenario with increased winter air temperatures, S DJF_+2K . In this scenario stratification during the summer months decreases compared with the reference scenario, because the increase in the deep-water temperatures resulting from the warming during the winter months remains during the entire year, whereas surfacewater temperatures in summer and autumn are essentially the same as in S Ref .
Sensitivity to increased wind velocities-In comparison with S Ref , increased wind velocities in S F1.2 lead to warmer deep-water temperatures during the entire year and colder surface-water temperatures during the stratified period (Fig. 8) . Hence, stability of the water column is reduced during the summer months, which supports an increase in the vertical exchange of heat. In S F1.2 the intra-annual temperature increase at depths between 150 and 250 m from May to October is on average , 0.05uC, and thus slightly larger than in S Ref . These changes can partially be explained by an increase in the kinetic energy of windinduced motions, which results in more energy transferred to turbulent motions and thus in increased vertical turbulent diffusion and vertical heat exchange. In addition, higher wind speeds also change the convective and latent heat fluxes at the water surface. The time of adjustment of the deep-water temperatures to the new climate of S F1.2 lasts roughly about 3 yr and is substantially shorter than in S +2K .
The annual amplitude of the total heat flux in S F1.2 is higher than in S +2K (Fig. 3) . The altered convective and evaporative heat exchange contributes to an increase in heat loss from the lake to the atmosphere during winter and in heat uptake during summer. The net long-wave radiation is hardly changed in comparison with S Ref .
The studies with seasonal changes in wind speeds (Fig. 9 ) show that the effect of higher wind speeds during summer (S F1.2_JJA ) on water temperature is similar to the effect of increased wind speeds all year round (S F1.2 ), i.e., during the stratified period epilimnion temperatures are reduced while the water body below the metalimnion becomes warmer as a result of increased vertical mixing. Despite the unchanged meteorological conditions during winter in scenario S F1.2_JJA , deep-water exchange does not result in resetting the hypolimnion temperatures to the level as in S Ref . This indicates that winter cooling is usually insufficient to compensate for the increased vertical transport of heat into the deeper water body during the stratified season. In contrast to S F1.2_JJA , increased wind speeds in winter (scenario S F1.2_DJF ) only cause a slight cooling of the entire lake, which almost vanishes during the other seasons.
Numerical tracer studies-The time series of the deepwater temperatures already provide some indication about the intensity of winter vertical mixing: For example, in the warming scenario S +2K the deep-water temperature time series is smoother than in S Ref (Fig. 6) , suggesting that there are fewer winter cooling events and thereby less deep-water exchange. The numerical tracer experiments support this hypothesis: In the warmer climate of S +2K , mixing in winter is clearly reduced compared with S Ref (Fig. 10) . In particular, between 1972 and 1983, only 4 of 12 yr were incompletely mixed during winter in the reference scenario S Ref , whereas in S +2K deep-water mixing was incomplete in 11 winters. Also in the first decade of the simulation period winter mixing is much weaker in the climate-warming scenario, but this may be partly related to increased stratification during the period of slow adaptation to the new climatic conditions. In the fourth and fifth decade of the simulation period the weakening of winter mixing mostly affects years that were already badly mixed in S Ref . As a consequence, long periods of incomplete winter mixing, as in the other decades, are absent.
The seasonal scenario S +2K_DJF results in a quite similar pattern of mixing index values as S +2K . Only in a few years was vertical mixing in S +2K weaker than in S +2K_DJF . In contrast to the warmer winter temperatures in S +2K_DJF the warmer summer temperatures in S +2K_JJA have almost no influence on winter vertical mixing.
The increased wind speeds in scenario S F1.2 generally result in more intense winter vertical mixing. In a few years, however, mixing turns out to be reduced, indicating that the wind effect on winter vertical mixing is more complex. Increased winter mixing resulting in colder deep-water temperatures increases stratification and may thus lead to reduced winter mixing in the following year. In addition, increased wind forcing enhances the exchange between nearshore and open water, which may reduce horizontal temperature gradients and thus also the formation of density currents from differential cooling.
In scenario S F1.2_DJF winter vertical mixing is even more intense than in S F1.2 , whereas scenario S F1.2_JJA results in clearly weaker winter vertical mixing even in comparison with S Ref . This can be interpreted as a consequence of increased heat uptake of the lake during the stratified period at higher wind speeds. More heat stored in summer requires that more heat has to be released during winter until vertical mixing can reach the deep hypolimnion. therefore on an average up to an order of magnitude higher than observed. These differences among the models and in contrast to the observations, however, are of little effect for the deep-water temperatures. It is notable that deep-water warming during summer stratification in the 1D model is slightly lower in comparison with the observations and the 3D model, but this is of no relevance for the interannual and long-term course of the temperatures, as deep-water temperatures are primarily determined by winter vertical mixing.
In the warming scenario with a temperature increase of +2 K the 1D model predicts similar temperatures as the 3D model (Fig. 6B) , indicating that the surface heat fluxes and winter vertical mixing have approximately the same sensitivity on air temperatures in both models. Considerable differences are, however, found for vertical turbulent mixing during summer stratification (Fig. 5D) . In contrast to the results with the 3 different grids of the 3D simulation, which show only a slight reduction of D 
Discussion
The simulations with a 3D hydrodynamic model successfully reproduce the vertical temperature distribution over half a century in deep Lake Constance. To our knowledge this is the first study that simulates thermal stratification over such a long time period with a 3D hydrodynamic model. The good agreement between model and data indicates that long-term simulations of thermal stratification with 3D models are reliable and hence an appropriate tool to assess the consequences of climate changes on lake thermal structure and vertical mixing.
Simulated and observed temperatures agree very well despite the application of a simplified meteorological forcing and the neglect of inflows. Apparently, a homogeneous wind field is sufficient to simulate the general effect of wind on the heat fluxes and vertical mixing. This may be attributed to the fact that strong winds at Lake Constance are dominated by winds from one direction, which is about west-southwest. Nevertheless, the model is sensitive to the wind direction, as has been demonstrated by simulations with rotated wind fields. This underlines that 3D models include effects resulting from the orientation and shape of the lake, whereas 1D models usually only depend on the hypsographic curve or require some empirical parameterization of the wind fetch.
Some portion of the differences between measured and simulated temperatures in the upper layers can be attributed to the simplified approach of a time-invariant short-wave absorption rate determined from a timeconstant Secchi depth. This simplification neglects the annual and long-term variations of the vertical profile of short-wave absorption, which depends on the phytoplankton succession and thereby also on the long-term effect of trophic changes on phytoplankton concentration .
Simulated deep-water temperatures deviate from observations especially in exceptionally cold years, i.e., in 1963, 1981, 1985, 1987, or 2006 , in which the model typically overestimates the temperatures, except for 1987. In such years the observed temperatures in the deep water in 250 m depth cool down to temperatures below 4uC. Warmer temperatures in the overlaying water indicate that the deep water most likely originates from density plumes that propagated downward along the boundaries. Such density plumes may originate from river inflows contributing cold water with increased salinity or suspended particles or from differential cooling in combination with the thermobaric effect (Peeters and Kipfer 2009) . Note that in freshwater lakes differential cooling alone is not sufficient to generate density plumes with temperatures below 4uC, because 4uC is the temperature of maximum density at atmospheric pressure. The model did not include river inflows or the generation of density gradients by gradients in salinity or suspended particles. The effect of pressure on the temperature of maximum density was also not considered. Hence, density plumes with temperatures below 4uC in a water column at 4uC cannot be simulated with the simplified model, which explains that simulated deep-water temperatures remain at or above 4uC. Furthermore, the grid resolution of the model is still not sufficient to resolve localized density plumes, which would be required to prevent rapid mixing of the dense plume water with the less-dense ambient water.
In most of the water column the effective vertical diffusivities D V eff calculated from the temperature profiles simulated with the best-resolved 3D model (G3) agree well with D V eff determined from measured temperatures and with results from previous estimates of Heinz et al. (1990) and Maiss et al. (1994) . In the deeper hypolimnion, however, D V eff is very sensitive to the grid resolution because the lake boundary zone is less well resolved in the coarse than in the Goudsmit et al. (1997) , supporting the conclusion that boundary mixing is the dominant factor determining the overall effective vertical diffusivity. A realistic process-based simulation of the vertical mixing processes in lakes can only be achieved if boundary mixing is adequately resolved, which requires 3D modeling with sufficiently fine grids.
The overestimation of the vertical diffusivities in deeper water during the stratified period, which especially occurs in simulations with coarse grid resolutions, had, however, only very minor consequences for the vertical heat transport and thus for the simulated thermal stratification, because temperature gradients in the hypolimnion are typically very small. For the same reason, parameters of the empirical functions describing hypolimnetic mixing in 1D models are not very well constrained by deep-water temperatures, and calibration of 1D models, which is typically based on temperature profiles Perroud et al. 2009 ), is most sensitive to mixing in the thermally stratified metalimnion. The insensitivity of the simulated temperature distributions to grid resolution and thus to differences in deep-water mixing suggests that 1D models calibrated by temperature profiles may be well suited to simulate the consequences of climate warming for thermal stratification because the conclusions do not depend very much on an adequate simulation of deepwater mixing during the stratified season. Our 1D simulations support this hypothesis. The simulated water temperatures are close to the observations and well in accordance with the 3D model results, although vertical turbulent mixing in summer differs in these two models in the upper hypolimnion. The effect of the surface heat fluxes and winter vertical mixing is obviously well reproduced in both models and leads to a realistic simulation of water temperatures. Also in the warming scenario, with an increase of air temperatures by +2 K both models predict similar water temperatures, even though the effect of the temperature change on deep-water mixing during summer stratification is rather different in the 1D and 3D models. In the warmer climate the 1D model indicates a larger reduction in vertical mixing in the hypolimnion, whereas in the 3D model mixing is only slightly reduced in the deeper hypolimnion. Although this is of almost no consequence for the simulated water temperatures, the vertical transport of substances that exhibit stronger vertical gradients in the deep water or near sediments than heat, e.g., nutrients that accumulate near the lake bottom or oxygen that is consumed at the sediments, depends much more on mixing in the deep water than the transport of heat. The comparison of the three different 3D model grids shows that 3D simulation of the vertical distribution of such substances requires the application of models with sufficient spatial resolution. The predictions of the 1D model concerning deep-water mixing during stratification are rather questionable, because horizontal processes, which are relevant for deep-water mixing, such as an increased boundary mixing, are not included in the model. Thus the effect of these horizontal processes is integrated in the empirical parameterization, which may not be valid for environmental conditions beyond those prevailing during the calibration and validation periods. Because of the differences between 1D and 3D models with respect to the vertical mixing in the deep water we expect our conclusions to be relevant not only in very deep but also in shallower lakes as long as stratification prevails and plays an important role for the vertical water exchange. A realistic simulation of the vertical transport of heat and matter in the deep water is particularly relevant in lakes where the hypolimnion constitutes a large proportion of the overall lake volume, but also increases in importance the larger the horizontal and vertical gradients of the water constituents are, e.g., of heat, oxygen, or nutrients.
Implications of increased air temperatures or wind speeds on the heat fluxes and vertical mixing in the lake were studied by sensitivity experiments with simple modifications of the forcing data of the reference simulation. Air temperatures and wind speed were identified in a sensitivity analysis of the meteorological forcing parameters to be of relatively high importance for winter vertical mixing and deep-water exchange. Effects of changes in relative humidity and cloud cover, which are not presented in this study, mainly influenced the upper layers during the stratified season, but had comparably little effect on winter deep-water temperatures and exchange. Only one forcing parameter was changed in each scenario, which allows for a specific analysis of the sensitivity of the model results. Thus this approach does not aim at realistic climate change projections for the lake but on a process-based sensitivity study of the effect of climatic changes. Whereas the chosen temperature variation of +2 K is well in the range of common climate projections, the variation of the wind speed with an increase of 20% is not linked to scenario results of regional climate models, as wind field projections are currently still rather ambiguous and of little confidence. Sensitivity studies with a variation of wind speeds showed that the results can nevertheless be used to study the general effect of changes in wind speeds, with weaker winds showing essentially the inverse effect of stronger winds.
In deep monomictic Lake Constance an increase of the air temperatures by +2 K leads to an increase of the water temperature at all depths. The increase in the epilimnion during the stratified season is about the same as that of the air temperature, whereas deep-water warming is considerably smaller. Similar conclusions have been obtained by the application of 1D models (Peeters et al. 2007) . As a consequence of the vertically differential warming, watercolumn stability increases while the vertical exchange of heat and matter is reduced. The increase in stability can be attributed to some extent to the nonlinear density relation of water, which implies that above 4uC for a given temperature difference the density difference increases with increasing temperature.
The analyses of the implications of a seasonally differential increase in air temperature show that warmer spring and summer air temperatures result in an increase of the temperatures in the epilimnion but have almost no effect on deep-water temperatures. Such hot summers therefore result in stronger stratification, which is consistent with the effects observed in the extremely warm summer of 2003 (Jankowski et al. 2006) . Increased winter air temperatures, however, have essentially no effect on epilimnion temperatures in the other seasons but result in warmer hypolimnion temperatures that prevail all year and cause a reduced stratification. The implications of climate warming on thermal stratification, vertical transport, and ecology of lakes therefore depend not only on the annual mean change in air temperature but also on the seasonal course of warming.
In several deep lakes a sawtooth structure in the time series of deep-water temperatures has been observed and explained as multiannual periods of incomplete deep-water mixing (Livingstone 1997) . Similar sawtooth structures also exist in the time series of the deep-water temperatures in Lake Constance, e.g., 1963 Constance, e.g., -1967 Constance, e.g., , 1970 Constance, e.g., -1975 Constance, e.g., , 1987 Constance, e.g., -1990 Constance, e.g., , 1992 Constance, e.g., -1995 Constance, e.g., , 2006 Constance, e.g., -2008 , and were adequately reproduced in the simulations with the 3D model. The numerical tracer experiments confirm that the sawtooth structures indeed are a consequence of reduced vertical mixing in winter. The simulations with warmer air temperatures predict an increase in the duration of the existing and also additional multiannual periods of incomplete vertical mixing. A consequence of such a change would be an extension of the time periods of oxygen consumption in the deep water, leading to an increase in overall oxygen depletion and lower oxygen concentrations.
The interpretation of the scenarios with increased wind velocities is more complex because wind acts both on the heat exchange and also forces the motion of water and thereby turbulent transport. Generally, vertical mixing is increased by stronger winds. The uptake of heat in summer is enhanced by more intense vertical transport of heat into deeper layers, which leads to a deepening of the thermocline, and a reduction of evaporative and convective heat losses. This reduction in the losses is a result of cooler surface water temperatures, which are a consequence of the more intense vertical mixing and the associated downward transport of heat. The latter leads to an increase in stored heat, which in turn requires that more heat must be released in winter to remove stratification and to enable the vertical exchange of the deep water. If wind speeds are increased only during summer, winter vertical mixing becomes weaker. Stronger winds in winter, however, not only increase turbulent motion but also support the cooling by increased convective and evaporative heat losses.
The time required to adapt from the current climate conditions to a warmer climate with air temperature increased by +2 K is , 10 yr. This inertia of the deepwater temperatures and stratification to heating depends on the heat capacity of the lake, the heat exchange processes at the lake surface, and the vertical transport in the lake. The reduced winter vertical mixing in the warming scenario therefore contributes to the rather long time required for adjustment to the new climatic conditions. This suggests that during the transition from today's climate to a warmer climate the warming of the deep water lags behind the warming in the epilimnion and atmosphere. Hence, compared with the situation within a warmer climate analyzed in this study, water-column stratification will be larger during the transition to the warmer climate. In contrast to a warming of the atmosphere, increased wind velocities, which enhance heat exchange and vertical transport, support a fast adaptation to the new climatic conditions. Therefore, projections of the consequences of climatic change on stratification during the transition to the new climate require information not only on warming but also on the change in the wind forcing.
Note that the conclusions on the consequences of climate change are valid for deep monomictic lakes without ice cover during the winter months. Stratification and mixing in lakes with annual ice cover may be more severely affected than Lake Constance. Climatic warming has been shown to substantially reduce the duration of ice cover (Magnuson et al. 2000) , thus changing the duration of the stratified period, or may even cause a shift from a dimictic ice-covered lake to a monomictic lake without ice cover. The consequences of climate warming for ice-covered lakes have been simulated with 1D models (Danis et al. 2004) , whereas appropriate 3D models have recently been developed (Oveisy et al. 2012; White et al. 2012) . However, feedback mechanisms of ice cover are rather challenging as minor deviations in the timing and extent of simulated ice and snow cover may have large consequences on the heat balance. Hence, validation of 3D models with ice cover requires detailed information not only on meteorology and water temperature but also on ice and snow cover on the lake.
The model approach in this study is simplified such that several advantages of a 3D model could not be utilized. Future simulations may apply finer grids to further optimize the representation of vertical turbulent mixing and to better consider the influence of bays and subbasins of the lake on the heat and water exchange processes, including density plumes generated by differential cooling, or consider more realistic wind fields, tributaries, and the outflow. However, despite the simplifications in this study the simulation results agree well with the data, demonstrating the feasibility of the continuous application of 3D models over five decades. The sensitivity studies with changed climatic forcing reveal the potential extension and additional occurrence of multiannual time periods of reduced winter mixing and that the seasonality of climate change substantially influences stratification and deepwater mixing. More insight into the complex effects of climatic changes on lakes may be studied in the future by more realistic climate change projections with multivariate changes in the meteorological forcing.
